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Abstract

In this paper, we will discuss a common data structure that is used to resolve problems which are
usually noted as Dynamic Range Query. In this type of problems, we want to find some value with some
characteristic between the two specified indices in a set of integer elements. One of the most common
ways to solve these types of problems is to build a tree. In particular, this type of data structure is known
as Segment Tree, in this document, we will discuss some different implementations of it with different
applications.

1 Introduction

Segment Tree is a data structure originally presented to solve geometrical computation problems. It was
described formally the first time by Bentley and Wood in the paper [1] as the solution for the batched range
problem.
Nowadays, the Segment Tree is used to solve a subset of problems that asked to answer in an efficient way
to dynamic range queries where the data is frequently updated and queried. One common problem about
dynamic range query, in regard to finding in Array A the minimum element in the range (i, j), is known as
Range Minimum Query or RMQ.

1.1 Basic implementation

Segment Tree is a completely balanced Binary Tree. One of the simple implementations consists to build
the tree on top of an array. In particular, each node of the tree represents one sub-segment. Each node can
also access each child with a simple trick that consists of two simple considerations: where each node has
the left child in position 2 · x and the right child in position 2 · x + 1.
With this trick, it is possible to avoid building the entire data structure of the tree and use a simple array.
However, we need to store an array with extra space. For the moment we use the upper bound described in
Figure 1 to set up the dimension of the array to 4 ·N , where N is the size of the original array.

In addition, this implementation of Segment Tree is a bottom-up implementation that uses recursion to
build the tree from the lefts (that are the element of the original array) to the root. An example is the

S(n) 6 2dlogne+1 − 1

< 2 · 2dlogne

= 4 · 2dlogne−1

6 4 · 2dlogne

6 4n

Figure 1: Formula to calculate the upper bound size of Segment Tree.
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well-known merge sort algorithm. An implementation of this data structure is available at [2].
The Segment tree workflow will be described in the Section 1.1.1 with a common problem called Range
Minimum Query (RMQ). The discussion of the problem contains two types of solutions: one considered
naive and the second using the Segment Tree.

1.1.1 Range Minimum Query

Given an array A reported in the figure below, give an answer to incoming queries of the form (L, R) which
ask to find the minimum element in the array between positions L and R inclusive.
The queries for this example are: Q = [(0, 5), (3, 6), (6, 7)].

2 4 3 1 6 7 8 9

Query(0, 5) Query(3, 6) Query(6, 7)

Figure 2: Original Array where perform the RMQ.

The naive solution computes the answer to each query with a simple iteration between L and R and
returns the index of the minimum value. The simplest steps are expensive because they must repeat for each
new iteration, which takes the worst case O(N) for each query. The total cost of this algorithm is O(Q ·N)
where N is the size of the original array and Q is the number of queries.
One possible implementation of this naive solution is reported below:

template <typename T>

std::vector<T> range_minimum_query_naive(std::vector<T> const &inputs,

std::vector<Query<T>> const &queries) {

std::vector<T> results;

results.reserve(queries.size());

for (auto &query : queries) {

T minimum = INT32_MAX;

for (std::size_t i = query.start; i <= query.end; i++) {

if (inputs[i] < minimum) minimum = inputs[i];

}

results.push_back(minimum);

}

return results;

}

Code 1: RMQ naive solution proposed in [3].

One improvement from the previous solution is to use the Segment Tree, and in particular, in the solution
proposed is used the Segment Tree described in the Section 1.1.
The first step of the solution is to build the Segment Tree from the original array A. The space complexity
and complexity time of this operation are both O(N).
During the build operation, the Segment Tree subdivides the original array into segments, and the Figure 3
shows the Segment Tree built on top of the array A (Figures 2).
In this case, the Segment Tree in the Figure 3 shows that the value stored inside each node is the minimum
value in a range, but it is possible to make an alternative representation, Where the idex of the minimum
element is the value of the node. This solution can be useful if the original array contains big values.
However, the Segment Tree is a generic data structure that is able to answer in an efficient way different
types of queries inside a range. In other words, the implementation of Segment Tree can be extended in
more complex implementations as described in the following sections.
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Figure 3: Segment tree built on top of the array in Figure 2.

In Section 1.1 is introduce a simple way to build a Segment Tree on top of an array and in this section, we
cover all the situations where the Segment Tree can be during the queries operation. In addition, we proof
by example that the complexity time of query operation is O(logN) in any case. However, this operation
can not be intuitive for some type of inputs that can be tricky and could be required to traverse the tree
two times.

We analyze the different query range cases with different examples, and at the same time the examples
explain how the RMQ problem proposed in this the section is resolved.

Example 1:
One of the simplest cases where the Segment Tree is able to give an answer in an efficient way is when the
range is fully contained in one of the left or right sub-tree, such as in the Figure 4. A possible query of
the RMQ problem can be the query from index six to index seven (Third query), in fact, this query with
the Segment Tree representation is totally contained inside the right sub-tree, execution of the query is
shown in the Figure 5.

Figure 4: Segment overlapping view where the position of the query is fully contained in one part of the
main segment.
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Figure 5: RMQ query on range (6, 7).

The example above shows a possible case that can happen during the query operation on the Segment
Tree. This operation has time complexity equal to O(logN) because only part of the tree is traversed.
However, not all queries can be contained inside one part of the tree. In fact, the following example shows
a case where the query is required to traverse paths to the left and right sides of the tree.

Example 2:
Consider the following query from 0 to 5. It is also the first query in the RMQ problem presented

inside this section.
With the Segment Tree representation the Query (0, 5), is partially contained inside the left and right

side of the range, as the Figure 6 shows. In this case, the algorithm needs to visit the left and the right part
of the tree as shown in the Figure 7. The time complexity of this query could be more than O(logN).
However, the time complexity is still O(logN) because the query in the left side of the tree is totally
contained inside the first level of the left subtree and the algorithm needs to make only one access.

Figure 6: Segment overlapping view where the position of the query is contained in the left and right side
of main segment.
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Figure 7: RMQ query on range (6, 7).

The examples below show the Segment Tree guarantees the time complexity equal to O(logN). The
total time complexity cost of RMQ is O(Q · logN), where Q is the number of queries. A complete solution
to the RMQ problem is presented in the next section.

1.2 Updates on Segment Tree

One of the big benefits of Segment Tree is the possibility to do update query that alternate the original
data structure with a new value in O(logN) time, and a graphical example of how the update operation will
modify the Segment Tree data structure is shown in the Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Figure that show the result of the update query Q = (7, 10) on Segment Tree described in the
example 1.1.1.

In fact, we can use a revisiting of the RMQ problem taken from the online Judge [4] that includes the
update query. The problem asks to resolve two types of queries with an array of integers. Where the query
types are:

� Range Query (L, R): Find the minimum element in the range L to R (both inclusive);

� Update Query (index, ∆): Update the ∆ at a particular index.

The solution proposed has an implementation available on GitHub repository [3] and the implementation
use three1 different technique to resolve the problem, one solution uses the naive approach described in

1The third solution proposed to solve the RMQ problem use the Lazy Propagation introduced in the Section 2, so the
comparison is discussed in the Section 4.
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Section 1.1.1. This solution required O(N) to search the minimum value for each query and O(1) to update
the value in some position. The Second solution discussed in the Section 1.1.1use the Segment Tree. Segment
Tree implementation is able to perform the range query and update query, bought in O(logN), and from
a time complexity point of view the Segment Tree looks like more slower during the update operation,
but this section proves by example that the solution with Segment Tree is faster for some type of inputs.
For this reason, the solution proposed [3] includes complete benchmarks that use the library [5] to makes
micro-benchmarks, and the Figure 9 shows the result of the comparison.

Figure 9: Benchmarks result to measuring the time execution of RMQ naive solution and RMQ with Segment
Tree

The result of the Figure 9 are summarized in the Table 1.

N. Queries Segment Tree Naive Algorithm
4 103939000 ns 5564030 ns
8 114203000 ns 9272590 ns
16 104912000 ns 19914100 ns
32 111970000 ns 43776200 ns
64 105151000 ns 84374400 ns
128 105779000 ns 158249000 ns
256 105726000 ns 309468000 ns
512 103380000 ns 661706000 ns
1024 107073000 ns 1313730000 ns
2048 107149000 ns 2589180000 ns
4096 108419000 ns 5260130000 ns
8192 116145000 ns 9985950000 ns
16384 119381000 ns 20921300000 ns

Table 1: Table to report the result of benchmarks described in the Figure 9.

How we can observe the naive solution is faster than the solution with Segment Tree when the queries
number is very small, but when the size of the queries increases the naive solution is very inefficient, and
show how an additional data structure is important. In conclusion, the complete benchmarks are available
on GitHub [6].

2 Lazy Propagation

The update operation on Segment Tree could be not affected only to one value but the update could be also
on a range (L,R), in this case the performance of the Segment Tree could degrade.
In this section, we talk about Lazy Propagation that is a well-known technique to improve the performance
of the Segment Tree.
Lazy Propagation technique on Segment Tree consist to delay update operations on the Segment Tree only
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when this information are necessary for some other operation.
One common implementation of this technique work on the Segment Tree implementation introduced in the
Section 1.1, and consist to use an additional array that for convenience in this document is calls lazy.
The lazy array is used to memorize the information about the update before moving this information on
Segment Tree, and to each update and query operation, the algorithm checks if there are old updates to
propagate in the Segment Tree.
This operation is done with a helper function in the Segment Tree that in this document is called propagate
and the implementation is reported in the Code 2.
However, this technique increases the space complexity from O(4 ·N) to O(2 · 4 ·N), because the size of the
lazy array is 4 · N where N is the size of the array. A C++ implementation of the Lazy Segment Tree is
available on the GitHub repository [3].

void propagate(std::size_t start_index, std::size_t left_index,

std::size_t right_index) {

if (lazy[start_index] != -1) {

// The node in position start_index was marked as lazy

// during the update phases

structure[start_index] += lazy[start_index];

if (left_index != right_index) {

auto left_child = left_child_index(start_index);

auto right_child = right_child_index(start_index);

lazy[left_child] = lazy[right_child] = lazy[start_index];

} else {

// left_index = right_index is the time to update the origin array

origin[left_index] = lazy[start_index];

}

// mark as the node as not lazy

// we propagate the change to the leafs

lazy[start_index] = -1;

}

}

Code 2: Method to manage the lazy array in the Lazy Segment Tree implementation at [2].

2.1 Circular RMQ

Circular RMQ is a problem available on the online judge [7] that asks to answer two types of queries on a
circular array2, where also the query operation is circular, so that can contains a circular segment. Where
the query types are:

� Increment (L, R, ∆): Increases each element on the segment from L to R (inclusively) by the ∆;

� RMQ (L, R): returns the minimum value on the segment from L to R (inclusively).

To resolve this problem in this section is used the Segment Tree with Lazy Propagation, but also an
additional solution is presented that use the Segment Tree discussed in the Section 1.1 to make some com-
parison.

An implementation of the solution is available on the GitHub repository [3] and in this section is discussed
the comparison between them. However, the solution to submit on the online judge [7] is only one, because
the solution that uses Segment Tree without Lazy Propagation receive a Time Limit exceeded3.

Circular RMQ solution is the same of RMQ solution proposed in Section 1.1.1, with the only difference
inside the query logic, where in this problem the range can be circular, and this means that can happen the
following cases

2A circular array is defined as an array where the last element of the array point to the first element.
3Time Limit exceeded also known as TLE is a restriction comes because the online judge does not allow the programs to

run for more than some time.
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Figure 10: Circular Array when the end element point to the first element.

� L < R: A starting point (L) is lower than the ending point (R), and this case is a normal range query
where the range is the normal range [L,R]. This case requires only one query.

� L > R: A starting point (L) is greater than the ending point (R), this means that the query needs to
be performed on a circular range and an example of the circular range is shown in the Figure10. In
this case, the algorithm needs to divide the query from (L to R) in to different queries. One from [0,
R], and the second is from [L, N] where N is the size of the array.

As the previous points show, in this problem the query update can be in the worst case doubled, and
this increase the time complexity of the solution of RMQ problem from O(Q · logN) to O((2 ·Q) · logN).
In addition, we noted that the query update is different from the previous RMQ problem described in the
Section 1.2 because in this case, the update involves the entire range and not only one particular position in
the original array.
The first solution proposed to use the Lazy Segment Tree to resolve the Circular RMQ problem, but also
a solution with a Segment Tree without Lazy propagation is available on the GitHub repository [2]. How
described before the solution with Lazy Propagation is faster and it is the only solution proposed in this
document that can be submitted on the online judge [7], but an additional benchmark are available on [2]
and the Figure 11 shows how the Segment Tree with Lazy propagation improves the running time of the
solution4. In addition, it shows how much in important to use the lazy propagation technique with some
particular input.

Figure 11: Benchmarks result to measuring the time execution of Circular RMQ Segment Tree and Lazy
Segment Tree.

3 Persistent Segment Tree

This section describes the Segment Tree as a Persistent Data Structure. In particular, the persistence tech-
nique used in the Segment Tree gives the possibility to retaining the older versions of the structure, this
characteristic is very useful to resolve the problem when is necessary to make an operation on a different
instance of the data structure. For example: Give the minimum element in the range [L,R] in a instants K.
The basic idea of the Persistent Segment Tree is the for each change in the initial segment tree we will create
a new version of it. Let us consider the initial version as version-0 and for each update performed on the
data structure, a new version is created as is stored in order to have a list of state version-X where X usually
is equal to the number of updates performed.

4The improvement can depend not only from the lazy propagation technique used in the Segment Tree but it can depend
also from the different Segment Tree implementation used to resolve the problem.
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As described the basic idea is difficult to implement with the vector implementation described in Section
1.1 and it is slower in terms of space and time complexity because to store all instances of the Segment Tree
mean make N copy of it. To avoid extra time and space the simple implementation of Persistent Segment
Tree use the pointer, with this method for each update is possible to create only logN nodes and share the
rest of the Segment Tree from the previous version of the tree. An example of The persistent Segment Tree
is shown in the Figure 12

1’

2’

3’

1

2

4 5

3

6 7

Figure 12: Figure that shows an example of Persistent Segment Tree.

3.1 MKTHNUM Problem

This section describes a solution to the MKTHNUM problem that uses the Persistent Segment Tree to
resolve it. The problem is offered by online judge [8] and the implementation of the solution described in
this section is available on [3].

The problem statement is the following: Given an array of N of different integer numbers, the algorithm
needs to answer to a sequence of queries with the following format Q(L,R,K) where L and R is the range
[L,R], and the algorithm need to return the Kth element in the range.

In particular, the query needs to be able to answer a question like ”What would be the kth number in a
range [i, j], if this the element of this subarray was sorted?”

Example 3: Problem Example
Consider an array like the array in the Figure 13. Where and query can ask to find the 3th number in
the sorted segment from [2, 5].

1 5 2 6 3 7 4

Query(2, 5, 3)

Figure 13: Initial array of the example.

If we sort this segment in the range [2, 5], we get the segment in Figure 14 and the third number is 5,
and therefore the correct answer to the query is 5.

2 3 5 6

Figure 14: Sorted Segment in the range [2, 5].

As described in the Example above, the basic idea is to search in the range [L,R] the Kth element if
the array in the range is sorted. One possible solution is to use a custom implementation of Segment Tree
without Lazy Propagation because in this case there is no update query, and the basic idea is to store inside
each node a Balanced Binary Tree. Have a Balanced Binary Tree inside each node of the segment help to
have the segment sorted. To perform the query the Segment Tree return the Balanced Binary Tree that
contains all the elements of the range [L,R], and on this tree perform the search of the Kth element.

However, these solutions it is not enough to pass all the test on the online judge [8], in fact, the C++
solution receives a TLE. A complete analysis of the performance of this solution is available on GitHub [9].
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To solve the problem of online judge another solution is proposed [3] that uses the Persistent Segment
Tree to process the query. In particular, the first step of the algorithm is to make a remapping of the input
value with the input array sorted. The remapping operation could be done with the Code 3.

template <typename T>

static std::vector<T> remapping_original_array(

std::vector<std::pair<T, std::size_t>> &inputs) {

std::sort(inputs.begin(), inputs.end());

auto index = 1;

std::vector<T> remapping(inputs.size());

for (auto elem : inputs) {

remapping[elem.second] = index;

index++;

}

return remapping;

}

Code 3: Remapping method used to remap the inputs for the solution of the MKTHNUM Problem.

After the remapping operation, the algorithm builds a Persistent Segment Tree on top of the new array
with the remapping result, and it performs all the queries of the problem on the data structure, in the range
of [L,R]. However, in this case, the query operation is performed in two different instances of the Persistent
Segment Tree, one is the instance in position L inside the history array and the second is the instance in
position R of the same vector. During the query operation, the Persistent Segment Tree performs the binary
search to find the kth element in the range.

The Figure 15 shows the time execution of the two solutions proposed in this section and the summary
of the result is reported in the Table 3

Figure 15: Figure that shows results of time execution between Persistent Segment Tree and Custom Segment
Tree to solve MKTHNUM problem.

How it shows in the Figure 15 the Persistent Segment Tree is slower than the custom Segment Tree when
the query number are few, but when the query number increases the Persistent Segment Tree maintains the
O(logN) time complexity and makes the solution to the problem faster. In addition, the Persistent Segment
Tree implementation used to resolve this problem can be improved because it uses the C++ smart pointers
to respect one of the C++ guidelines, that is to avoid making pointers directly. This is not a good choice to
resolve a Competitive Programming problem because the velocity of the algorithm is more important than
the implementation, but this is one implementation choice described in Section 5.

Both solutions with the benchmarks discussion are available on the GitHub repository [3].
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N. Queries Custom Segment Tree Persistent Segment Tree
4 37754269764 ns 51883910077 ns
8 40469513606 ns 48368257028 ns
16 47169886713 ns 48985417275 ns
32 73833075350 ns 49851314961 ns
64 98428897961 ns 44715937954 ns
128 160819968347 ns 45687308794 ns
256 320913500843 ns 45149441329 ns
512 573660262374 ns 45211600741 ns
1024 1159094598255 ns 44802126073 ns
2048 2406182354332 ns 48373707034 ns
4096 4730733163941 ns 46708563996 ns
8192 9398686054235 ns 44098785476 ns
16384 19298216102959 ns 44837556298 ns

Table 2: Table to report the result of benchmarks described in the Figure 15.

4 Problems

4.1 RMQ

In this document are described two different types of Range Minimum Query problem, one in the Section
1.1.1 and the second is described the Section 2.1. These problems are used to introduce a different type
of Segment Tree because the problems are different in some characteristics, such as the Circular RMQ has
an update query on a range [L,R] instead of RMQ that has update only in a particular position i. In this
section is discussed the third solution proposed to resolve the problem RMQ in Section 1.1.1, in particular, it
is discussed the solution with the Lazy Segment tree (Section 2) and the comparison between these solutions.

The basic idea is to use the Lazy Propagation technique to resolve the Range Minimum Query problem
of the Section 1.1.1 because it contains some update query on position i and the object of the rest of section
is to proof by comparison with the library [5] that the Segment Tree with Lazy Propagation is slower than
the normal Segment Tree to perform update query in a single position instead of a range [L,R].

The solution, of the RMQ with update query proposed in this section is available on the GitHub repository
[3], and the complete benchmark the description is available on the [6].
Figure 16 show the comparison between the solution with Segment Tree with Lazy propagation and without
Lazy Propagation technique.

Figure 16: Measuring result of the time execution between Lazy Segment Tree and Segment Tree to resolve
the RMQ problem.

The result of the Figure 16 are summarized in the Table 3.
Segment Tree with Lazy propagation is slower than the Segment Tree without the technique, and this

micro-benchmark can be considered a proof by example that not each time we need to perform an update
query the Lazy propagation is the correct way to choose.
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N. Queries Segment Tree Lazy Segment Tree
4 103939000 ns 128502000 ns
8 114203000 ns 127807000 ns
16 104912000 ns 130047000 ns
32 111970000 ns 128615000 ns
64 105151000 ns 137130000 ns
128 105779000 ns 138861000 ns
256 105726000 ns 134889000 ns
512 103380000 ns 133944000 ns
1024 107073000 ns 149663000 ns
2048 107149000 ns 149205000 ns
4096 108419000 ns 141527000 ns
8192 116145000 ns 145116000 ns
16384 119381000 ns 148483000 ns

Table 3: Table to report the result of benchmarks described in the Figure 16.

4.1.1 Kth Zero

The problem Kth Zero is proposed by online judge [4], and the statement of the problem is the following:
Given an array of N integers, the algorithm needs to be able to answers two types of queries:

� Find (L, R, K): Find Kth Zeros in the original array, the algorithm needs to return a string equal to
”YES” if the element is present, ”NO” otherwise;

� Update (index, ∆): Replace the element with value ∆ at position index.

The basic idea to solve this problem is to customize the Segment Tree to store the number of Zeros in
the range, and this operation is simple a if statement inside the implementation of the method to build and
update the Segment Tree. An example of the build method is reported in the Code 4.

void build_structure_procedure(std::size_t start_index, std::size_t left_index,

std::size_t right_index) {

if (left_index == right_index) {

if (origin[left_index] == 0)

structure[start_index] = 1;

else

structure[start_index] = 0;

return;

}

auto middle_point = (left_index + right_index) / 2;

auto left_child = left_child_index(start_index);

auto right_child = right_child_index(start_index);

build_structure_procedure(left_child, left_index, middle_point);

build_structure_procedure(right_child, middle_point + 1, right_index);

// Internal node will have the sum of both of its children

auto segment_left = structure[left_child];

auto segment_right = structure[right_child];

structure[start_index] = segment_left + segment_right;

}

Code 4: Build operation of the Segment Tree to resolve the problem Kth Zero.

After the build operation the Segment Tree has all the data ready to be queried, and the query operation
is a simple binary search on the Segment Tree, and an example of code if reported in the Code 5.

R range_query_subroutine(std::size_t start_index, std::size_t left_index_now,
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std::size_t right_index_now, T k) {

if (structure[start_index] < k) return -1;

// range represented by a node is completely inside

// the given range

if (left_index_now == right_index_now)

return left_index_now;

// range represented by a node that is partially inside and partially outside the

// given range

auto middle_point = (left_index_now + right_index_now) / 2;

auto left_child = left_child_index(start_index);

auto right_child = right_child_index(start_index);

if (structure[left_child] >= k)

return range_query_subroutine(left_child, left_index_now, middle_point, k);

return range_query_subroutine(right_child, middle_point + 1, right_index_now,

k - structure[left_child]);

}

Code 5: Query operation of the Segment Tree to resolve the problem Kth Zero.

To solve the problem is used a simple Segment Tree implementation presented in Section 1.1 with a
small hack to maintains the count of the number of zeros in the range. However with from knowledge made
with the previous experiment in 2.1 and 4.1 in this Section is only used the Segment Tree without the Lazy
Propagation technique, because with the implementation proposed in this document the Lazy Propagation
could be slower than the normal Segment Tree when the update operation is on a single position i. The
benchmarks are avoided to avoid reporting redundancy inside the description.

In conclusion, the time complexity of the algorithm isO(logN) for each query, so the total time complexity
is O(Q · logN) where Q is the number of queries and N is the size of the original array. In the other hand
the space complexity it is O(4 ·N), because the implementation of the data structure uses the upper bound
to set the dimension of the Segment Tree. However, it is possible to improve the space complexity from
O(4 ·N) to O(2 ·N) when N it is a power of two.

5 Conclusion

The Object of this work is to introduce the Segment Tree data structure by example, with the help of the
Competitive Programming problem offer in the most popular online Judge, such as [4], [8] and [7]. However,
the additional goal of this article is to use an engineering approach to make the solution of the problem
more readable than the Competitive Programming solution. In fact, in the solutions proposed available on
GitHub at [2], contains some guidelines, such as an auto explication variable name, code formatted under
C++ Google code style, subdivision code into different methods to make the code more readable. In addition,
all the solution proposed included a complete tests unit without frameworks, but it is developed ad-hock a
simple logic to make the usage of this test tool easy to integrate into each type of Competitive Programming
solution. The implementation of test tools is available on the GitHub repository [2].

In conclusion, all problem that is solved with more than one solution are analyzed with a complete
micro-benchmark developed with the library Google Benchmark [5], and each result obtained are described
inside a Jupiter Notebook available in the same GitHub repository [3] of the solution under the directory
“Appendix/report experiment”. The hardware used to collect the results and runs the benchmark has a
CPU Intel Core i5-6300U 3GHz where the algorithms run inside only one core. In addition, each benchmark
measure only the time to solve a given problem where the inputs is already calculated, this means that the
time shows in the benchmarks is only the time complexity of the algorithms.
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